fundamentals
TECHNOLOGY STATION
Overview
This is a space-conscious
computer cluster that
conceals advanced power and
data access. Cord relief on
worksurfaces allow for cords and
cables to drop down through
electrical supply power pod.
Pod is height adjustable to
suit customer’s needs. Table is
offered in a multitude of heights
to deliver even more versatility.

available with or
without adjustable height
tech station

Model Number
FUT42964248-4C-TE-CR
TS20442024-1L-TE-CR
SPP130529
illustration of two (2) tech stations back-to-back
6 person workstation consists of:

3 person
workstation

• Two (2) Tables: FUT42964248-4C-TE-CR
• Two (2) Tech Stations: TS20442024-1L-TE-CR
• Two (2) Supply Power Pods: SPP130529

Options

Sizes

Finishes
available in all 43 standard
Invincible™ colors, smooth and
textured finishes, no upcharges

Features

FUTM42964248-4C-TE-CR
FUT = fundamentals table
C-leg

M = Mobile
42964248 = 42x96x42x48 (approx.)

all-welded leg construction

-4C = four (4) C-legs

1-1/4” laminate top,
M3 commercial grade
wood core
(45#-48# density)
t-mold edge

cord relief on both
surfaces down
through
concealed pod
raise printer
or monitors

-TE = t-mold edge treatment
-CR = cord relief
TS20442024-1L-TE-CR
TS = tech station
may be set to
your desired height

20442024 = 20x44x20x24 (approx.)
-1L = one (1) leg

heavy duty
gussets
for strength

monitor(s) or printer stand

-TE = t-mold edge treatment
Available in

-CR = cord relief

a variety of heights
26H = K (kindergarten height)

SPP130529
SPP = supply power pod (electrical
wire chase under table)

29H = Standard Height
(no extra character)
32H = A (ADA height)

130529 = 13Wx5Dx29H

36H = B (counter height)

NOTE: This too comes in varying
heights. Height reference
will change as table height
changes.

42H = S (bistro height)

building forever furniture

two (2) TS20442024-1L-TE-CR units
heavy duty reinforcements
gussets and supports

for mobile tables insert “M”
before table dimensions
and after the prefix of
“FUT” and height reference
where applicable
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